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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Dear Friends,

The foundation of Little Brothers – Friends of the Elderly is rooted in the
vision of our founder Armand Marquiset which is reflected in his
relationship with his grandmother, his emphatic witness of the suffering
brought forth from World War ll, the depth of his love for all humankind
and his faith. His influence continues to be felt today in Cincinnati, in
the other 6 US Chapters, and around the world in 14 countries. The
impact of Armand’s emphasis on the importance of friendship and
love knew no bounds and never ceased.
Armand gave us a solid base, and the understanding of what it
means to persevere and to stay true to our mission, even in
challenging times. With the pandemic we have kept in touch with
our elderly friends in a variety of ways which you will read about
in this newsletter. We are gifted with devoted, committed
volunteers who live out our mission of relieving isolation and
loneliness through their involvement with our elderly friends. We
are grateful to our many volunteers who were involved with the
delivery of our Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners and gifts,
have been part of our Saturday deliveries in January and
February and on board over Easter weekend. Our On-Call
program continues to respond to the unmet needs of the elderly
and counts on the involvement of volunteers to provide
transportation and assistance.
Our volunteers were the force behind our Virtual Gala which
was new territory for us and proved to be successful. When
you read about our NYC Expansion Site, Jerome was a
volunteer for 5 years until he was hired as a full-time employee
in January. Armand’s vision included the expansion of the
LBFE mission, “spreading little fires of love everywhere”
which has occurred in NYC thanks to the support of the US
chapters. Jerome has done, and continues to do, impactful work
for the elderly they have befriended in Brooklyn and Manhattan.
We were sorry we were not able to host our annual Volunteer
Appreciation party again this year and look forward to next year
when we are hopeful we can be together. Our volunteers are our
heart and soul and we are always thankful for all of you – for it is
your generosity of time, love and friendship that sustains LBFE.
The spirit of Armand lives on and is seen in the actions of all
involved with LBFE. Thank you for believing in what Armand
demonstrated through “flowers before bread;” it is through this
philosophy that we know the importance of showering the elderly
with love and friendship and the niceties of life.
Enjoy the spring weather, the snow, whatever it may bring and we hope
to see you at our upcoming “Carryout Italian Dinner,” our 24th Annual
Golf Outing and please continue to support us with your prayers.
Sincerely,
Yogi Wess
Executive Director
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“Emerging From Isolation” Virtual Gala 2021

Board President, Greg Ahrens and Carol Bross –McMahon
address the at home viewers

Like most nonprofits, Little Brothers – Friends of the Elderly had
to think “outside the box” in order to have our annual gala.
Typically the gala is held in-person at Clovernook Country Club
the last Saturday in
February. Well...Covid-19
certainly changed all
that...we had a new month
(March), new day of the
week (Thursday), and even
a new platform (a mix of
limited live and virtual).
No sit down dinner, no
dancing, no “usual”
normalcy. But, we
persevered and, thanks to
our awesome Gala
Committee, led by Katie
Baker, we pulled off our
Julie Randall and Carol Bross-McMahon give 1st ever virtual event!
cheers to the “live” launch of the gala site

Many thanks go out to
Carol Bross-McMahon, Sue
CaJacob, Christina
Wegford, and Kathy Eby.
This group of dedicated
women dipped their toes
into uncharted waters, and
what started off being a
head scratching few months
turned into a gala worth
remembering. Two separate
companies were hired to
assist to (1) navigate the
issues of getting all our
famous baskets and silent
auctions on-line, and (2)
pre-record the talks of 3 of
our elderly friends and 3
volunteers while also
filming “live” the night of
the event. The evening went
off without a glitch!

Yogi Wess and Carol Bross-McMahon
ham it up for the camera

A big thank you goes out to all who tuned in the night of the
event, bid on all the items
and donated financially so
LBFE could reach our
goal...you are the reason
LBFE continues their
mission of relieving
isolation and loneliness
among the elderly!
Thank you and stay tuned
for our 25th Anniversary
Celebration to take place in
February 2022.
Darla Wiggins prepares for her taping

The Gala crew celebrates a successful evening
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Holidays, Sunshine,
Soup and Chocolate
Bunnies
Again, on Thanksgiving Day, 2020, Tom
McLean and his children prepared 125
dinners which were delivered to our elderly
friends living in their own home/apartment.
45 nursing home friends received gift
baskets and 300 nursing home residents
received a gift bag with everyone receiving
an African violet. Thank you to everyone
who came out and made the deliveries.
Paul, Mark and Tom McLean preparing Thanksgiving Dinners

Joni Mataitis organized our Christmas
Ada Ballew receives
Wish
List, 2020, with 170 elderly receiving a LBFE cardigan, Kroger gift card and Christmas cactus –
her Christmas goodies
thanks to everyone who donated to our Wish List program which also included gifts to our friends at
Westside Terrace, Ivy Woods, Communicare of Clifton and BNCI.
In late December a small group gathered to celebrate Larry Adams’ 75th birthday.
Larry continues to look after the Mt. Airy business district by keeping the sidewalks
clean and looking out for others.
In January we delivered 170 “Sunshine Boxes”
Julie created and which proved to be a hit! The
elderly enjoyed the yellow brightness of the items
in the box, the homemade sun cookies by Lori
Hemmelgarn, and the care that went into the
assembly of each box. We followed January with
February’s “Sunday, Soup, Sweets and Stems.” We
delivered 90 LBFE soup crocks with homemade
soup, sweets, and flowers on the Sundays in
February and also 60 Sunday Valentine’s Day
deliveries.

Dolores Allman receives her
“Box of Sunshine”

Our Third Thursday friends received a “Ringing in
2021” gift bag and dinner in January and in
February, which is usually our Action Auction
with “Jack (Sajack) Henn” we sent our folks the
items we thought they would bid on along with a
catfish dinner. In March we combined Third
Thursday and St. Patrick’s Day, sending a
traditional Irish meal to 71 folks along with green
and white carnations. Our Third Thursday Team
continues to make deliveries and assist with items
for the gift bags – thank you!

Celebrating Larry’s 75th birthday

Our Card Club and Art Group have been meeting,
socially distancing and happy to be together to
share their talent for painting and card playing.
Kathy Eby receives her volunteer

Over Easter weekend 360 Easter baskets/bags
thank you bag from Paul Oldiges
were delivered to our elderly friends and the
residents at Westside Terrace, Ivy Woods, Communicare and BNCI. Joan summed it all up in her
thoughtful thank you note that read, “Thank you for all my Easter goodies, the beautiful plant, snacks
and juice and of course, the chocolate bunny (I ate the ears first)!”

Terry Herzog shows
his four Aces – winner!

Thank you for your support and thanks to all of our volunteers who made our Holidays, Sunshine and
Soup Sundays, Third Thursday and Easter possible – allowing our friends to all enjoy a chocolate
bunny!
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New York Expansion Site
Dear Friends,
Little Brothers-Friends of the Elderly in NYC is entering this Spring
season with the hope of brighter days ahead. With a majority of our
elders having received their vaccination, and many volunteers following
suit, there is a joyful expectation to meet in-person again soon.
A little over a year ago, we launched our Phone Companionship
program to maintain social connections with our isolated elders, caring
about their emotional well-being in the midst of a deadly pandemic.
During this challenging time, meaningful conversations turned into deep
bonds of inter-generational friendships.
Of the 55 phone companions enrolled in the program, many look
forward to meet their elder friend in-person for the first time. Some
Abby and Guibriel celebrating their friendship
volunteers already had the
with Ms Felix on her birthday
opportunity to do so with our
Friendship and Flowers visiting program. Once a month, a group of 15 to 20 dedicated volunteers
enrich the lives of 40 to 45 elders with drop-off visits and the delivery of gift bags containing
beautiful flowers, face masks and
other donated items.

Ms Constance shines with happiness after
her monthly Friendship and Flowers visit

All in all, I am grateful for the
caring community of volunteers
and supporters that enabled us to
break the cycle of isolation and
offer the gift of friendship to 60
vulnerable elders at a time of
increased social isolation. Since the
pandemic began, we have made
more than 4,000 phone calls and
600 drop-off visits, offering all our
elders a listening ear, a friend to
talk to, and a reminder that they are
not alone.

Two years ago, Abby, one of our dedicated volunteers, formed a
Friendship and Flowers Saturday visit with Louis and Ms Campbell
priceless friendship with our elder Ms Felix. After getting married last
year, Abby shared the happy news of expecting her first child this summer. Ms Felix was so excited by this new development that she
offered to host and sponsor a baby shower in May. Sarah, another volunteer, is assisting with the planning. It is exciting to see one of our
dear elder friends and her volunteers celebrating the expected birth
of a new family member.
At LBFE in NYC, we have countered the uncertainty of pandemic
life by offering a faithful presence to our elders who are living
alone or in isolation. Weekly phone calls have strengthened – and
deepened – the bonds of friendship our volunteers have with their
elder friends.
Your ongoing support in Cincinnati has helped us weather the
storm, and gave our volunteers more opportunities to get involved.
Thank you! Our elders are grateful for the love, beauty and dignity
we bring into their lives, and know we plan to stick around through
highs and lows.
With love and solidarity,
Jerome Michaux
NYC Expansion Site Coordinator
Rosin’s birthday celebration with Jerome, Laura, Tamara and Jerett
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Callahan Report
Little Brothers Friends of the Elderly (LBFE) appreciates all of
the generous gifts that you provide. Your gifts allow the LBFE
organization to make a difference in the lives of our area
seniors.
Our firm is often asked about different ways to give to
charities, and one popular way is through using life insurance.
Here are two popular ways people use life insurance to make
donations to their favorite charity:
1. An irrevocable gift of a new or existing policy where
you give up all ownership.
Gifting an existing policy. If you own excess life insurance
(perhaps purchased for a reason that no longer exists), you
might consider making an irrevocable gift of the policy to
charity. If complete ownership is transferred to the
nonprofit and the charity is named as a beneficiary, the gift
will generate a charitable income tax deduction. The
characteristics of your specific policy will determine the
tax deduction.
2. Naming the nonprofit organization as the outright or
contingent beneficiary of policy.
If you want to retain maximum flexibility, LBFE or another
charity can be named as either primary or contingent
beneficiary of the policy. This will not produce an income
tax charitable deduction upon the designation of the charity
as beneficiary, nor will it produce an income tax deduction
for subsequent payments of future premiums on the policy.
But it does afford you a full estate tax charitable deduction
when you die and the charity benefits. Remember you can
have multiple beneficiaries on a life insurance policy.
Please consult your tax advisor regarding your specific tax
situation.
If you would like to discuss life insurance strategies in more
detail or other ideas for giving based upon your specific
situation, feel free to reach out to me, Joe Callahan at Callahan
Financial, 513-421-0800.
This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific
tax advice.
Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member
FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Callahan
Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor and separate entity
from LPL Financial.

We recently received grants from the
Wohlgemuth Herschede Foundation and
the Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation
in support of our outreach programs. Thank you!
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Responding –
Our On-Call Program
When the pandemic hit in March of 2020, it didn’t mean
the world stopped for Little Brothers-Friends of the
Elderly. While making decisions about stopping our
activities and not doing personal one on one visits in
elder’s homes was necessary, what to do about elder’s
immediate physical needs were not so easy to make.
Agencies serving the elderly were not responding to
immediate needs (unless it was to call us and ask us if we
could do it!).
Requests included shopping, medical transportation, other
transportation needs, moving, and purchasing beds for
people. We tentatively started seeing people (safely
maintaining social distance and wearing masks) and as the
months wore on we became more comfortable responding
to more and more requests.
In the last 6 months we have taken 7 beds to elders, paid to
have 3 elders moved (working with Two Men and a Truck
to sponsor 4 other elders to be moved), bought a new
couch and took a donated lift chair to 2 elders, helped an
elder pay for a CPAP machine, and purchased many
household items for 2 elderly (microwave, dishes, towels,
cooking pots, etc.). This all added up to $5,000 of services
and purchased items.
We provide regular monthly transportation for several
elders and also provide transportation to medical
appointments, including weekly therapy appointments for
an elder dealing with loss and changes which surfaced
since the onset of the pandemic. Lately we have been
helping people get to vaccination appointments.
We have a men’s group we have been taking to get haircuts
every six weeks. We received a call from an elder who had
moved into an apartment, but had no household items. We
were able to provide towels, pots and pans, dishes and
silverware, microwave, sheets and comforters, etc. – the
small but needed items.
The pandemic didn’t mean the world stopped. Elders still
needed things to be done for and with them. We felt the
risks had to be weighed as to how safe we could be and
make sure elders received necessary services. We felt it
was worth the risks with the elder’s permission to make
sure needs were met. We are comfortable with the
decisions we had to make to ensure our elder’s needs were
met.

Board of Directors
Greg Ahrens, President
Katie Baker, Secretary
Gary Mataitis, Treasurer

Bill Herring
Caroline Alge
Bob Bracken
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Did you know you can support
Little Brothers - Friends of the Elderly
when you shop at Amazon?
Shop at smile.amazon.com and Amazon will
donate to LBFE, at no cost to you.

SAVE THE DATE
“Carryout” Italian Dinner 2021
May 16, 2021 • 4 pm - 7 pm
5530 Colerain Avenue • 513.542.7555
Visit http://bidpal.net/lbfeitaliandinner2021
for details and to purchase tickets

Same products, same prices, same service.
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases.

Annual Tom Wess
Memorial Golf Outing

To get started, go to smile.amazon.com, choose
Little Brothers - Friends of the Elderly Cincinnati Chapter
as your charity, and shop until you drop!

Saturday, August 21, 2021
Glenview Golf Course
Kroger will donate 4% of what you spend on your
shopping to Little Brothers-Friends of the Elderly.

Kroger Community
Rewards Program
_ ... Little Brothers ...

Simply sign up at www.krogercommunityrewards.com
Use our organization number MR078
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